METHOD AND MATERIALS
A tissue equivalent deformable bladder phantom with 21 implanted aluminum markers was developed using a viscoelastic polymer with Young's modulus and physical density properties comparable to human bladder. Applied force on the organ was incrementally varied from 10N to 70N which in turn deforms the organ. DIR accuracy was studied for commercially available algorithms (MIM and Velocity AI) by comparing the centroid (3D vector) of the 21 marker locations at the undeformed CT (ground truth) with the synthetically derived marker positions from each target image obtained from DIR
RESULTS
The relationship between applied force and both 1D deformation along the axis of applied force (R2 =0.99) and 3D deformation as quantified by the 95% hausdorff distance (R2 =0.96) showed a linear response. The maximum 1D deformation (compression) ranged from 3mm to 28 mm. A threshold limit at 30N (maximum13mm 1D and 6.8 mm 3D deformation) was established beyond which average registration error of 21 markers was ≥ 2mm for all algorithms studied. Utilizing the "Reg Reveal" feature of the MIM software, the marker accuracy beyond 50N improved by 2mm while the average marker error using Velocity multipass deformation was ≤3mm up to 50N.
CONCLUSION
The accuracy of DIR was evaluated using a tissue equivalent mass and density conserving bladder phantom in the best case scenario using 21 implanted aluminum high contrast markers to improve the accuracy. The limits of applicability of DIR are strongly dependent on the magnitude of deformation. There is a threshold limit beyond which the accuracy of DIR fails for the range of mass and density conserving deformation studied. Materials/Methods: A patient with suspected lung cancer was imaged for initial staging using PET/CT. The patient was fitted with a standard respiratory belt for recording the respiratory cycle during the imaging sequence. Following the scan, data were processed as a standard PET/CT image and using optimal respiratory gating. Both image sets were sent to radiation therapy planning software for assessment and for drawing of dose contours. Countours were drawn for both the standard PET/CT images as well for the images created using optimal respiratory gating. Results: Images reviewed using standard PET/CT indicated a large lesion with a small necrotic core of dimensions 2.4 cm x 1.1 cm x 1.3 cm. This necrotic center was not large enough to draw accurate contours or warrant additional review for customized radiation therapy planning and so the entire tumor volume would have been treated to 100% dose. The images processed using optimal respiratory gating showed a significant increase in the size of the necrotic core measuring 2.6 cm x 2.7 cm x 2.4 cm. This indicated a dramatic increase of over 4x the measured volume of the necrotic core using standard PET/CT. This increase in the size of the necrotic area of the lesion enabled accurate contouring of the area so that a customized dose plan could be applied to the motion affected region. For contoured regions inside the designated necrotic area, delivered dose was increased to 130%. Data showing the change in image quality and contoured regions will be shown. Conclusions: Use of optimal respiratory gating enables improved image quality by significantly reducing the impact of motion on PET/CT images. These techniques enable visualization of motion-free imaging that may lead to improved use of dose painting techniques in areas of significant motion and subsequently improved patient outcomes.
Development of Hydraulic Lung Phantom for 4-dimensional Computed Tomography
Ja Choon Koo (Presenter): Nothing to Disclose ABSTRACT Purpose/Objective(s): Recently the radiation therapy device that is tracking pulmonary tumors according to respiratory cycle is developed to minimize the dose to normal tissues such as 4D-CT and IMRT (Intensity modulated radio therapy). Accordingly, 4-Dimensional Phantom mimicked the human lung should be developed in order to measurement the accuracy of new radiation therapy device. Existing 4d-phantom is limited to represent patient's lung motion and used metal materials. So Metal Artifact that debase CT image resolution exist. To improve existing 4d-phantom, this study suggest the Hydraulic Lung Phantom that the volume change is large and the deformation is dynamical. Materials/Methods: The constitution of the Hydraulic Lung Phantom is that the piston serves as diaphragm for precise control and the piston and cylinder surrounding the lung model consist of a non-metallic material. Using the cylinder pressure, the whole of lung model is pressurized constantly to increase the entire deformation and have dynamic motion of homogeneous lung. Sponges with different sizes of plaid is placed inside the lung model. So the density of lung model is constant but the deformation of each part is not constant. Results: When the volume change and motion of actual patient's lung is compared with Hydraulic Lung Phantom, the volume change of lung show 25~30% and deformation has partially gradient. Also the Hydraulic Lung Phantom is not consist of metallic material. So CT-image resolution is sharp and clear without Metal Artifact. Besides constituents of lung is homogeneous at the same time as the deformation is 3-dimensional to axial direction as well as radius direction more than 2-cm. Using sponge with plaid CT-number is similar to actual patient's lung. And using algorithm made by a software program the system is built to match the patient's respiratory cycle.Conclusions: In this study, the Hydraulic Lung Phantom is developed to complement existing 4d-phantom. Not getting the trust from the actuator directly but from hydraulic pressure, the volume change is more than 25%. Also using the non-metallic material CT-image resolution is clear and using software program the Hydraulic Lung Phantom mimic various lung motion. Lastly to present homogeneous lung density and have gradient deformation Sponges with different sizes of plaid is placed inside the lung model. . In this abstract we present our work on applying the SIFT method to the image co-registration of DRR and kV setup images. The hypothesis of this study is that the SIFT method can be used to detect the horizontal and vertical shifts between the kV setup and DRR images. Materials/Methods: The kV setup and DRR images are of very different contrast and intensity ranges. Without a preset cue or marker system, it is hard to find intensity and shape matching image features. We modified the SIFT method to estimate the imaging shifts and scaling factors of the kV setup image with reference to the DRR. Specifically, selection of good matching points is essential to the success of the feature identification. Because of the high misidentification rate, centers of the kV setup and DRR images were read from the DICOM header as a reference. The matching points were selected in the corresponding regions of the image, for example, from left quadrant of both images. After that, a rigid transformation was estimated to account for the horizontal and vertical shifts and scaling factor between the two images. The kV setup image was then transformed and overlaid on the DRR image. At this stage, we performed a visual check of the matching accuracy between these two images. The rotation between the two images was ignored considering the clinical reality. 
CONCLUSION
Implementation of our gamma-camera for PBSI has the potential to significantly improve the accuracy of radioactive seeds implantation, which may increase the adoption of the procedure thereby potentially improving breast cancer patients quality of life.
Background
Permanent Breast Seed Implantation (PBSI) is an innovative method of accelerated partial breast irradiation for post-operative treatment of early breast cancer. It has the potential to improve the quality of life of breast cancer patients as it avoids protracted radiation treatments and acute skin reaction. The technique involves permanent implantation of 80-90 small 103-Palladium radioactive seeds into the breast (PBSI) at the lumpectomy cavity to deliver precisely calculated radiation doses to the target volume with a safety margin. To date more than 150 patients were accrued into clinical trials with favorable outcomes. However, the implementation of PBSI into widespread routine practice would greatly benefit from a development of a dedicated device that guides seed implantation and evaluates the dose distribution during and at the end of the implantation. Here we evaluate the ability to localize radioactive seeds with a novel dedicated gamma-camera prototype vs. clinical requirements.
Evaluation
Imaging performance has been evaluated with realistic breast phantoms mimicking dense breast tissue and fatty breast tissue, and simulated PBSI procedure. The breast phantom thickness was varied from 1 to 6 cm and from 1 to 5 brachytherapy sources wereseparated by 0.5, 1, 2 cm. In order to quantify the camera response, the breast phantom with implanted seeds was placed in front of collimator face. All seeds at all separations and depths are clearly distinguishable visually. The profiles of the seeds in the images were fit with a Gaussian distrbution in both phantoms, from which the positions of the sources were derived.
Discussion
The requirements of the prototype system is that it will be able to distinguish seeds placed 5mm and greater from each other within an imaging time window of 2 min. Our studies show that the evaluated gamma-camera has adequate spatial resolution and sensitivity, which fulfills these clinical requirements. 
Theoretical Investigation of the

PURPOSE
Integration of a kV x-ray source into the treatment head of a modern radiotherapy accelerator would facilitate geometric fusion of the CBCT images acquired using the MV treatment beam and the kV source. Such capability would offer many advantages, including improved integration and utilization of complementary imaging information as well as reduced hardware and maintenance. However, effective exploitation of this possibility would require x-ray detectors configured to provide high-DQE performance at MV energies, while preserving contrast, noise and spatial resolution at kV energies. A theoretical examination of the performance considerations governing the design of such detectors, based on matrices of optically isolated segmented scintillating BGO crystals coupled to active matrix flat-panel imaging arrays, is presented.
METHOD AND MATERIALS
Imaging performance of detector designs with scintillator thicknesses ranging from 0.25 to 2.0 cm and pitches ranging from 0.508 to 1.016 mm was examined. The calculations employed a hybrid Monte Carlo modeling technique based on radiation transport simulation coupled to optical Swank noise and blur determination. For each design, MTF and CNR for scintillator-array configurations involving front and back illumination were determined at 100 kVp and 6 MV.
RESULTS
Compared to conventional front illumination, back illumination provides very similar radiation transport results, but greatly reduced optical blur and Swank noise. With back illumination and a black reflector, CNR and MTF kV imaging performance is found to be largely insensitive to segmented scintillator thickness, permitting greater material thickness for MV x-ray detection. As thickness increases (and depending upon the pitch), while MV MTF decreases by ~45% to 50%, MV CNR increases by a factor ranging from ~2.7 to 2.8.
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SSJ21-06 CONCLUSION
These initial results suggest the possibility of achieving dual energy x-ray imagers that exhibit CNR performance close to that of conventional treatment-room diagnostic imagers, while also providing over an order of magnitude improvement in CNR compared to that of existing megavoltage radiotherapy imagers.
CLINICAL RELEVANCE/APPLICATION
kV and MV image acquisition with a dual-energy detector and a kV source aligned with the treatment beam would precisely align volumetric information and facilitate improved precision in beam delivery.
